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Abstract

In today’s Western society, concerns regarding body size and negative feelings toward one’s body are all too common. However,

little is known about the neural mechanisms underlying negative feelings toward the body and how they relate to body

perception and eating-disorder pathology. Here, we used multisensory illusions to elicit illusory ownership of obese and slim

bodies during functional magnetic resonance imaging. The results implicate the anterior insula and the anterior cingulate cortex

in the development of negative feelings toward the body through functional interactions with the posterior parietal cortex,

which mediates perceived obesity. Moreover, cingulate neural responses were modulated by nonclinical eating-disorder

psychopathology and were attenuated in females. These results reveal how perceptual and affective body representations

interact in the human brain and may help explain the neurobiological underpinnings of eating-disorder vulnerability in women.
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Introduction

Imagine the feeling when, packing for your dream holiday, you

try on last year’s beachwear only to discover that you have put

on more weight than you thought, or when trying on an old

favorite pair of jeans, you can no longer fasten the top button.

Negative feelings toward our body are easily evoked, especially

in today’s developed world, where concerns about body size are

becoming a widespread obsession. A person’s negative thoughts

and feelings about his or her body is also known as body dissat-

isfaction (Grogan, 2008). Body dissatisfaction is thought to not

only be detrimental for general well-being but is also implicated

in the development and maintenance of eating disorders, such

as anorexia and bulimia nervosa (Stice and Shaw 2002), which

primarily affect young women (Fairburn and Harrison 2003).

Women, who make up the vast majority of patients clinically

diagnosed with eating disorders, are found to have higher rates

of body dissatisfaction in the healthy population compared with

men (Pingitore et al. 1997; Lawler and Nixon 2011). Thus, this

susceptibility to body dissatisfaction may be an important factor

underlying the higher rates of eating disorders in women.

Historically, eating disorders such as anorexia were thought

to have a social origin and, indeed, social pressures differ for

men and women, particularly in terms of the importance of

physical appearance. However, it has also been suggested that

those with eating disorders, particularly anorexia nervosa, have a

deficit in body perception. Many studies have shown anorexia

patients to overestimate their body size (Slade and Russell 1973;

Smeets 1999; Keizer et al. 2011, 2013), although this phenomenon

is still disputed (Cornelissen et al. 2013). However, we do know

that experimental modulation of perceived body size has a direct

effect on body satisfaction in healthy individuals (Preston and

Ehrsson 2014). Thus, it is possible that any distortions of body

size perception observed in anorexia patients may be linked to

their low levels of body satisfaction. However, because these

questions are difficult to clarify in patient populations there is

a need for well-controlled experimental studies in healthy
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participants that examine the fundamental link between body

perception and body satisfaction.

The neural networks involved in body perception are well

known, and these include the posterior parietal and premotor

brain regions responsible for multisensory integration,

which allow for maintenance and updating of the perceptual

representation of the body in the brain (Graziano 1999; Ehrsson

et al. 2004; Gentile et al. 2011; Petkova et al. 2011; Limanowski

and Blankenburg 2015). The parietal lobes have also been

linked to anorexia nervosa, suggesting that deficits in this

region are responsible for abnormal experiences of body per-

ception (Wagner et al. 2003; Castellini et al. 2013). Currently,

much less is known about the neural correlates of body satis-

faction. However, the anterior insula and anterior cingulate

cortex are 2 regions implicated in emotional processing (Bush

et al. 2000; Damasio et al. 2000) and are thought to be key nodes

in the brain circuitry mediating interoceptive awareness and in

monitoring the physiological state of the body (Craig 2002).

Moreover, the anterior cingulate cortex is found to have reduced

gray matter volume (Joos et al. 2011) and blood perfusion (Naruo

et al. 2001) in anorexic patients, and the anterior insula has been

linked to body anxiety and is found to have greater activity

during a body comparison task in anorexia patients compared

with controls (Friederich et al. 2010). Thus, these regions are

prime candidates for an “affective body representation,” which

may be important in the development of eating disorders.

However, direct evidence for this is lacking, as well as evidence

of neural links to body perception networks. Moreover, by defin-

ition, anorexia patients are severely underweight, which means

that it is unclear whether any observed neural abnormalities in

these patients have a causal role in eating-disorder pathology or

are purely a consequence of starvation (Frank 2013).

In this study, we aimed to examine the neural correlates of

body satisfaction in healthy controls and possible links to per-

ceptual body representation networks using a multisensory

body illusion that elicits the illusory experience of being obese.

The resultant neural activity was also related to nonclinical

levels of eating-disorder psychopathology to determine if the

link with eating-disorder psychopathology remains without the

confounds of dehydration and emaciation found with clinical

patients.

Multisensory full-body illusions (Petkova and Ehrsson 2008)

were used to induce illusory ownership of both slim and obese

bodies while recording subjective body satisfaction and neural

responses using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).

Multisensory illusions can be used to modulate perceived body

size (Ehrsson, Kito, et al. 2005; Normand et al. 2011), which can

directly influence body satisfaction in healthy individuals

(Preston and Ehrsson 2014). For the present illusions, we delivered

touches to the body of either a slim or obese stranger viewed by a

participant from a natural perspective via prerecorded videos pre-

sented through MR-compatible head-mounted displays (HMDs).

At the same time, we applied synchronous touches to the partici-

pant’s unseen real body. This procedure elicits a vivid illusion

that the stranger’s body is your own and that the touches you see

are the same as those you feel (Petkova and Ehrsson 2008).

Asynchronous touch abolishes the illusion and provides a control

for otherwise equivalent conditions.

We hypothesized that body dissatisfaction triggered by illusory

obesity would be associated with activation of the anterior insula

cortex and the anterior cingulate cortex. We also hypothesized

that such affective responses would be driven by functional

interactions with areas in the posterior parietal cortex involved

in body perception (Ehrsson et al. 2004; Petkova et al. 2011;

Guterstam, Björnsdotter, et al. 2015). In addition, because eating

disorders and body dissatisfaction are more common in women

than in men, we sought to explore sex-related differences in

behavioral and neural responses to illusory obesity.

Materials and Methods

Participants

Thirty-two healthy participants (16 males, 16 females) were

recruited for the experiment. To control for possible confounding

variables that may influence body satisfaction, additional mea-

sures, and screening were completed for this sample similar to

those outlined by a previous experiment (Preston and Ehrsson

2014). Participants were screened for current psychiatric condi-

tions using the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview

screen (Lecrubier et al. 1997) and for eating-disorder psychopath-

ology using the Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire

(EDE-Q) (see below). A global score of 2.8 was used as a clinical

cut-off for the EDE-Q (Mond et al. 2008). The participants were

also asked to confirm that they had no previous history of psy-

chiatric or neurological disorders. To ensure that the partici-

pants’ actual body sizes fell between that of the slim and obese

sex-matched models, they were required to provide weight and

height information during the screening process. Their weight

was also checked when they arrived for the experiment. The

participants were also screened for contradiction to MRI prior to

taking part in the experiment. There were no significant differ-

ences between the male and female participants for any of the

measures taken, although EDE-Q scores approached significance,

with females tending to have higher scores compared with

males (see Table 1). All participants gave informed consent to

take part in the fMRI. The experiment was conducted in accord-

ance with the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the

Swedish Central Ethical Review Board.

Prerecorded Video Stimuli

To present images of realistic slim and obese bodies, prere-

corded videos were produced by filming the bodies of real (slim

and obese) models from a first-person perspective. The models

were recruited through local advertisements and selected

based on body mass index (BMI) and physical build. The slim

male model had a muscular physique and a BMI of 20.4, and

the obese male model had a BMI of 36. The slim female model

was selected purely on body size and had a BMI of 18.4, and the

obese female model had a BMI of 32.3. During filming, the mod-

els were asked to lie down on a bed with their arms by their

sides, and 2 identical cameras (CamOne Infinity HD, resolution

1920 × 1080, Touratech AG) were placed just above their eyes,

Table 1 Participant demographics: means and (standard deviations)

Measure Total

mean

Male

mean

Female

mean

T

statistic

P

value

Age 25 (3.9) 25 (3.4) 25 (4.6) 0.264 0.79

BMI 22.9 (2.9) 23.6 (1.9) 22.2 (3.6) 1.34 0.19

SEa 24.0 (4.2) 25.0 (3.9) 23.0 (4.3) 1.65b 0.100b

EDE-Q 0.39c (0.65) 0.20c (0.32) 1.03c (0.76) 1.9b 0.061b

aData missing for 3 participants.
bMann–Whitney U-statistic.
cMedian.

Abbreviations: SE, self-esteem; BMI, body mass index; EDE-Q, eating disorder

examination questionnaire score (eating disorder psychopathology).
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pointing down at their body. The experimenter then used a stick

(300mm in length) attached to a white polystyrene sphere (30mm

diameter) to deliver tactile stimuli to the models’ torsos. The 2

videos were then synchronized using Final Cut Pro 7 (Apple)

with the recordings from the left and right cameras (which cor-

responded to the viewpoints of the left and right eyes, respect-

ively) placed side-by-side in a single frame (1600 × 600 pixels)

that corresponded to the display in the MR-compatible, HMDs.

Using a frame-sequential technique implemented with custom-

made hardware and BINO (http://bino3d.org) software, the videos

were presented to the participants through the HMDs during the

experimental brain imaging sessions, thus creating true stereo-

scopic, high-quality, 3D images of the different body types (Fig. 1).

The timing of the touches in the videos was controlled by audio

cues played to the experimenter during filming. The same audio

track also cued the experimenter as to when to deliver the

touches to the participants during the experiment and was either

synchronized with the video images or delayed by 1000 ms to cre-

ate synchronous and asynchronous trials, respectively. During the

experiment, the audio cues were played to the experimenter via

headphones to ensure that the participants could not hear them.

Procedure

During the experiment, the participants lay with their heads tilted

(ca. 25°) on the bed of an MR scanner in a manner that was

adopted from Petkova et al. (2011). For each participant, the MR-

compatible HMD (Nordic Neurolab) was positioned in front of their

eyes to present the videos of the different body types (Fig. 1). Each

trial lasted 30 s and contained 18 touches that were equally divided

between the left, right, and center of the torso. Each touch covered

approximately 5 cm of the body, and the touches were delivered

at approximately 10 cm/s (500ms per touch). For each scan, there

were 3 blocks of 4 trials (one of each of the 4 conditions, as

described in the above: obese synchronous, obese asynchronous,

slim synchronous, and slim asynchronous), alternating between

synchronous and asynchronous conditions. The order of the trial

types was counterbalanced both within and between participants.

After each trial, 2 questions were presented through the HMDs.

The first question assessed how the participant felt about their

body at that moment in time (“Right now, how satisfied are you

with your body?”), and the second question asked participants to

indicate their level of agreement with an ownership statement

(“The body in the image felt like it was my body”). The body satis-

faction question was also presented at the beginning of each scan

run to collect a baseline measure. The presentation of the first

question was followed by a 3 s fixation period (fixation cross)

before the trials began, an identical 3 s fixation period also followed

the presentation of the 2 questions after each trial. All responses

were given using an MR-compatible response devise (Dancer

Designs) with a single button and dial (50mm diameter) response

capability. The dial had 180° of rotation, where −90° corresponded

to “extremely dissatisfied” and “strongly disagree” for the body

satisfaction and body ownership questions, respectively, and +90°

corresponded to “extremely satisfied” and “strongly agree.”

Participants rotated the dial to indicate their level of satisfaction/

agreement and then registered each response by pressing the but-

ton. Each question was allocated a 6 s response time. To improve

the accuracy of the responses, the 0° position was indicated by a

plastic marker that the participant could feel when the dial was

rotated to 0°. To check the reliability of the responses, 30 of the

participants also provided additional baseline body satisfaction

scores using a traditional visual analogue scale (VAS) just before

entering the scanner. These VAS responses were found to correlate

strongly with the baseline responses made with the dial in the

scanner (r = 0.616, n = 30, P < 0.001). Before scanning commenced,

all participants were required to familiarize themselves with the

response device to ensure that they could respond within the 6 s

time frame and were aware of the full rotation of the dial and the

position of the button. After each trial block, there was a 20 s rest

period (fixation cross). The experiment comprised 4 experimental

runs, each consisting of 3 blocks of 4 trials and lasting 10 min and

6 s. Thus, the full experiment consisted of a total of 48 trials

(12 per condition) with a complete scanning time of 40min and

24 s. Between runs 2 and 3, a high-resolution anatomical scan was

completed for coregistration (see details below). The anatomical

scan was run at this time to give participants a break from the task,

thereby reducing fatigue and the number of missed responses.

Functional Imaging Data Analysis

Functional brain images were collected using a 3 T TIM Trio

MRI scanner (Siemens). fMRI makes use of blood-oxygenation

level-dependent (BOLD) signals as an index of neural activity

Figure 1. Experimental stimuli and set-up: Still images from videos of obese male (a), obese female (b), slim male (c), and slim female (d) bodies, which were presented

to participants as they lay in the scanner bed. Touches were delivered to each participant in the scanner (e) while their head was tilted as if they were looking at their

own body through the HMD (f).
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with a relatively high spatial resolution (2–3 mm). BOLD-signal

changes were recorded with a T2*-sensitive echo planar imaging

pulse sequence (repetition time (TR) = 3 s; echo time (TE) 40ms; flip

angle 90°; 47 near-axial slices; 3 mm isotropic voxel size; matrix size

58 by 76, interleaved). Images were acquired using a 12-channel

phased-array head coil. A high-resolution T1-weighted structural

scanat 1mmisotropic voxel size (voxel size= 1 mm× 1mm × 1mm,

field of view = 256mm × 256 mm, slices = 176, TR = 1900 ms,

TE = 2.27ms, flip angle = 9°) was also acquired for each subject

for anatomical registration, segmentation, and display. Foam

padding was used to stabilize each participant’s head and to

reduce motion artifacts.

All fMRI data preprocessing was completed using “Statistical

Parametric Mapping Software 8,” and fMRI data analysis was

then completed using SPM12 (http//:www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm;

Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London). The

functional images were motion-corrected with respect to the

first volume in each series. Artifact detection tools were also

used to ensure that there were no significant artifacts in the

data. The images were also coregistered with the high-

resolution structural scan and then normalized to Montreal

Neurological Institute (MNI) standard reference space. In this

normalization process, the functional images were resliced to a

resolution of 2mm × 2mm × 2mm and spatially smoothed

with an 8 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. For each experimental

condition, we defined separate regressors to model each 30 s

trial; the responses (15 s in total for the 2 questions and the

subsequent 3 s of fixation) were modeled as separate conditions

of no interest. The regressors were convolved with the standard

hamodynamic response function modeled in SPM8. Contrasts of

interest were computed for each participant at the single-subject

level. These contrast images were then subjected to a random

effects (second-level) general linear model (GLM) analysis (equiva-

lent to a one-sample t-test). Because of our strong a priori hypoth-

eses, only peaks surviving P < 0.05 significance level after

familywise error corrections for multiple comparisons using a

small volume correction were reported. For identification of these

regions of interest, 10 mm spheres were created surrounding MNI

coordinates from previous studies. For verification of illusion

induction, we used coordinates in the premotor and intraparietal

cortex that were reported from a full-body illusion by Petkova

et al. (2011). For body satisfaction, we used coordinates previously

associated with body anxiety in healthy participants and body

satisfaction in anorexia patients in the right anterior insula

(Friederich et al. 2010). For the anterior cingulate cortex, we used

peaks from 3 separate studies with anorexia patients: coordinates

from a region in the rostral anterior cingulate cortex associated

with reduced activity in anorexia patients compared with controls

during a body comparison task (Friederich et al. 2010); and 2 separ-

ate peaks in the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex associated with

reduced gray matter volume (Joos et al. 2011) and reduced blood

perfusion (Naruo et al. 2001) in patients with anorexia nervosa. In

addition to these planned investigations, we also performed an

exploratory whole-brain analysis and noted clusters of active vox-

els that survived P < 0.05 after false-discovery rate correction (see

Supplementary Tables S2 and S3). For one female participant, 2

experimental blocks were removed from the analysis due to tech-

nical problems with fMRI images.

We used the contrast [(obese synchronous + slim synchronous) –

(obese asynchronous + slim asynchronous)] to examine clusters

of active voxels that were greater for the illusion (synchronous)

conditions than for the 2 nonillusion control (asynchronous) con-

ditions (main effect of synchrony). This main-effect contrast was

also used for the regression analysis to correlate illusion-related

neural activity against the equivalent behavioral measure

(difference in illusion ratings between the synchronous and the

asynchronous conditions). When investigating neural responses

related to the affective responses that were triggered by illusory

obesity, we examined the interaction term in the factorial design

[(obese synchronous – obese asynchronous) – (slim synchronous –

slim asynchronous), which we referred to as “interaction of

timing × body type”]. This interaction contrast was also used

when comparing males and females and in the regression analysis

for evaluating the relationship between neural responses and

eating-disorder psychopathology. For this analysis, we also entered

BMI as a covariate of no interest.

To identify neural interactions between brain regions, we

used psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analyzes. This meth-

od allows for identification of voxels in which activity is more

related to activity in a seed region during a given psychological

context, enabling the inference of effective connectivity

between these brain areas. Thus, a seed region was identified

in a key area—the right intraparietal cortex—involved in per-

ceptual body illusions to determine whether its activity was

related to the activity in areas associated with emotions during

ownership of an obese body versus a slim body. First, a seed

region was identified in the right intraparietal cortex using

coordinates from a peak voxel described by Petkova et al. (2011)

(the same peak as used for the regression analysis described

above). We then created a mask that corresponded to a 6mm

sphere surrounding the local maxima peaks for each individual

participant (De Martino et al. 2012; Schienle and Scharmüller

2013). The average time series for the seed region was then

extracted and entered as a regressor for the GLM analysis, along

with the interaction term (see above) as the psychological con-

text. Small volume correction was applied in the anterior cingu-

late cortex and anterior insula cortex based on the same regions

of interest as those used for the GLM analysis (as described

above). For anatomical localization of the activations obtained in

the different analyzes, we superimposed the activation maps

onto the average normalized high-resolution MRI image of this

group of participants and labeled using the nomenclature from a

human brain atlas (Duvernoy et al. 1999). For brain areas with

activations at P < 0.001 uncorrected for the main analyzes, see

Supplementary Tables S2 and S3. These activations should be

interpreted with caution but nevertheless provide descriptive

information about the anatomical specificity of the effects.

Results

First, we examined the behavioral data to confirm illusion

induction and modulation of body satisfaction. As expected, we

found significantly higher ratings of body ownership for the

synchronous versus asynchronous trials (z = −4.92, P < 0.001;

see Table 2). Owning an obese body produced significantly low-

er body satisfaction compared with preillusion baseline scores

(z = −2.49, P = 0.013) (Fig. 2), and females exhibited greater dis-

satisfaction than males (z = −2.04, P = 0.043) (Fig. 3).

Unsurprisingly, ownership of a slim body did not significantly

change body satisfaction in our predominantly normal-sized

participants (max z = −0.803, P = 0.422), nor were differences in

body satisfaction between the sexes observed under this condi-

tion (z = −1.73, P = 0.086). Thus, our approach to experimentally

reduce body satisfaction by inducing illusory ownership over an

obese body was successful (for further details, see “Additional

Behavioral Results” section).

When evaluating the fMRI results, we first assessed activations

associated with the perceptual body illusion in the fronto-parietal

4 | Cerebral Cortex
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Table 2 The medians (means and standard error in parentheses) of body ownership and body satisfaction for each experimental condition

Measure Body Score Male median Female median Total median

Ownership Obese Synchronous −14.2 (−8.3, 10.2) −13.88 (−12.9, 9.5) −14.2a (−10.9, 6.9)

Asynchronous −50.31 (−40.7, 11.0) −40.55 (−36.7, 8.2) −45.17 (38.7, 6.8)

Score (sync–async) 24.9 (31.9, 7.6) 17.55 (23.7, 5.2) 24.59 (27.8, 4.6)

Slim Synchronous 33.95 (28.1, 9.4) 10.73 (0.58, 10.9) 17.62a (14.3, 7.5)

Asynchronous −27.64 (−9.2, 13.1) −47.73 (−40.3, 11.2) −37.83 (24.7, 8.9)

Score (sync–async) 35.04 (37.2, 8.0) 45.57 (40.8, 9.3) 40.18 (39.0, 6.2)

Body satisfaction Obese Synchronous 53.71 (39.9, 10.6) 13.16a (15.1, 10.6) 41.78 (27.5, 7.7)

Asynchronous 49.98 (39.1, 10.6) 15.72a (18.9, 10.6) 38.01a (28.9, 7.6)

Score (sync–async) 0.18 (0.73, 0.9) −4.12 (−3.73, 1.8) −1.34 a (−1.5, 1.0)

Slim Synchronous 54.7 (49.2, 6.1) 21.68a (29.9, 8.4) 48.78 (39.5, 5.4)

Asynchronous 56.36 (50.1, 6.3) 26.21a (29.7, 9.4) 51.99 (39.9, 5.8)

Score (sync–async) 0.77 (−0.89, 1.3) −0.37 (0.23, 2.1) 0.12a (−0.33, 1.2)

Baseline 61.29 (53.8, 6.9) 44.36 (34.5, 10.9) 57.39a (44.4, 6.6)

aData are normally distributed; all other data are non-normal (Shapiro–Wilk statistic P < 0.05).

Figure 2. Neural and behavioral effects of illusory obesity: Ownership of an obese body resulted in greater activation in the right anterior insula cortex compared with

ownership of a slim body (i.e., interaction timing × body type; a and b) and a significant reduction of rated body satisfaction relative to baseline (c). PPI analysis

revealed effective connectivity related to illusory obesity between the intraparietal sulcus (seed) and active sections of the right anterior insula (d) and the dorsal (e)

and rostral (f) anterior cingulate cortex. fMRI results are reported at P < 0.05 corrected in volumes of search space defined a priori. For display purposes, the activation

maps were thresholded at P < 0.001 uncorrected and overlaid onto the average structural MR-scan of this sample. The graphs depict the means and standard errors

for the contrast estimates of each of the 4 conditions compared with the resting baseline (b) and the medians and interquartile range of the body satisfaction ratings

(c). L, R, P, and A denote left, right, posterior, and anterior, respectively.

Figure 3. Sex Differences: Females reported significantly lower body satisfaction (a) and were found to have attenuated dorsal anterior cingulate activation during illu-

sory obesity (interaction timing × body type in the factorial design) compared with males (b, c). The highlighted region corresponds to P < 0.05 corrected for multiple

comparisons in search space defined a priori. For display purposes, the activation map was thresholded at P < 0.001 uncorrected and was overlaid onto the average

structural MR-scan of this group of participants. The graphs depict the medians and interquartile range of the body satisfaction ratings (a) and the means and stand-

ard errors for the contrast estimates of each of the 4 conditions compared with the resting baseline for male and female participants (c). P and A denote posterior and

anterior, respectively.
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association areas related to multisensory integration of bodily sig-

nals, particularly in the ventral premotor cortex and the cortices

lining the intraparietal sulcus in the posterior parietal lobe, which

were identified in previous studies using emotionally neutral body

illusions (Ehrsson et al. 2004; Ehrsson, Kito, et al. 2005; Petkova

et al. 2011; Gentile et al. 2013; Guterstam, Björnsdotter, et al. 2015).

To accomplish this, we compared the synchronous versus asyn-

chronous conditions (across body type) and identified areas in

which the amplitude of the resulting activation was systematically

and positively related to the subjective vividness of the illusion.

As expected, we found activations related to the illusion of owning

the stranger’s body in the bilateral ventral premotor cortex (right

precentral gyrus, 48, 3, and 28, t = 4.34, P = 0.01 corrected; left pre-

central gyrus, −56, 5, and 28, t = 4.03, P = 0.02 corrected; the coordi-

nates refers to x, y, and z in the standard space of the MNI) and

in the anterior region of the cortex lining the right intraparietal

sulcus (33, −49, and 51, t = 4.22, P = 0.013 corrected) (Fig. 4 and

Supplementary Table S2). To ensure that these findings were not

due to the presence of possible statistical outliers, we verified the

results using a linear regression with a modified algorithm

(Robustfit in MATLAB R2015a). This algorithm gives lower weight-

ing to data points that do not fit well and, therefore, is much less

susceptible to outliers (see Ehrsson et al., 2005). All identified

peaks retained significance at P < 0.05 with this modified analysis

(see Fig. 4). Moreover, in addition to our hypothesis-driven small

volume correction, activity in the right precentral gyrus and the

right intraparietal sulcus relating to illusion strength were both

part of clusters that survived whole-brain cluster correction (see

Supplementary Table S2). The explorative whole-brain analysis

(see Supplementary Table S2) also revealed significant activations

in other areas that are associated with body ownership illusions,

such as the cerebellum (Ehrsson, Kito, et al. 2005; Petkova et al.

2011; Gentile et al. 2013; Guterstam et al. 2013), the putamen

(Petkova et al. 2011), the frontal operculum (Ehrsson, Holmes,

et al. 2005; Petkova et al. 2011) and the lateral occipital cortex

(Petkova et al., 2011; Gentile et al., 2013; Guterstam et al., 2013,

2015; Limanowski and Blankenburg, 2015, 2016). Thus, the brain

activation pattern we observed demonstrates that we successfully

induced full-body illusions with the obese and slim models in the

scanner environment (see Supplementary Table S2).

After this, we examined the neural basis of the obesity

illusion-induced affective responses (i.e., the interaction term

in the factorial design). Illusory ownership of an obese versus

slim body led to increased activation in the right anterior insular

cortex (significant interaction between timing and body type; 33,

12, and 12, t = 3.7; P = 0.016 corrected) (Fig. 2 and Supplementary

Table S3). This finding supports our hypothesis that this region

plays a role in body dissatisfaction. However, we did not observe

activation of the anterior cingulate cortex as we had expected;

this was probably due to the significant interindividual differences

between the sexes that was revealed in a subsequent analysis (see

below).

Next, we sought to determine how changes in affective body

representation are functionally related to the perceptual experi-

ence of the body in the posterior parietal cortex. We found that

that illusory obesity was associated with a significant increase in

effective connectivity between the right intraparietal cortex and

the right anterior insular cortex (27, 14, and 10, t = 3.88, P = 0.033

corrected), the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (0, 24, and 24,

t = 3.99, P = 0.026 corrected), and the rostral anterior cingulate

cortex (−10, 42, and 3, t = 4.28, P = 0.014 corrected) (Fig. 2; PPI

analysis using the right intraparietal cortex as a “seed region”;

see “Materials and Methods” section). This provides evidence for

functional interactions between perceptual and affective body

representations, possibly suggesting that information about

increases in body size reaches the anterior insula and the anter-

ior cingulate cortex where it modifies body-related affective

responses.

We then examined how individual differences in brain

responses to perceived obesity relate to eating-disorder vulner-

ability. In a separate regression analysis, we found that levels

of nonclinical eating-disorder psychopathology (EDE-Q score)

predicted obesity illusion-induced activation at 2 foci in the

dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (−6, 33, and 21, t = 4.5, P = 0.008

Figure 4. Activations reflecting illusory ownership of a stranger’s body (irrespective of size): Ratings of body ownership (scored using a 180-point response dial) in the

synchronous condition relative to the asynchronous condition (illusion score) related to activation of the left precentral gyrus (a), the right precentral gyrus (b), and

the right intraparietal sulcus (c). These results were obtained by comparing synchronous and asynchronous conditions and then regressing the resulting effect size

with the illusion score across participants (green line represents regression slope). For display purposes activation maps were thresholded at P < 0.001 uncorrected

and overlaid onto the average structural MR-scan of this group of participants. All highlighted areas (red circles and scatterplots) survived correction for multiple

comparisons in volumes of search space defined a priori (P < 0.05 small volume correction). Regressions remained significant with Robustfit (red dashed line), which

is less susceptible to possible outliers (see “Results” section). L and R denote left and right, respectively.
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corrected; −8, 17, and 36, t = 4.13, P = 0.019 corrected) (Fig. 5 and

Supplementary Table S3; systematically relating the EDE-Q

score to the effect size of the interaction contrast across participants

controlling for BMI; see “Materials and Methods” section). This

observation provides evidence linking eating-disorder psycho-

pathology to cingulate responsiveness during perceived

changes in body size, such that higher eating-disorder psycho-

pathology was associated with “lower” activation when owning

an obese body. As before, these regression analyzes were

confirmed using Robustfit, ensuring that the findings were not

simply a result of possible outliers (see Fig. 5). Furthermore, in

addition to our hypothesis-driven small volume correction, the

activity in the anterior cingulate relating to eating-disorder

vulnerability also survived whole-brain cluster correction (see

Supplementary Table S3).

Finally, we explored possible sex-related differences in brain

responses. Illusory ownership of an obese versus slim body

(interaction of timing × body type) was associated with attenu-

ation of neural response in the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex

in females compared with males (0, 23, and 30; t = 3.68,

P = 0.045 corrected) (Fig. 3). Thus, altered emotional responsive-

ness in the anterior cingulate cortex to perceived obesity might

underlie eating-disorder vulnerability in females.

Additional Behavioral Results

Verification of the Illusion

For subjective responses, the mean synchronous score was

calculated for each participant by collating their responses

(one after each trial) to the ownership questions following the

synchronous trials. These responses were then compared with

the equivalent asynchronous responses using Wilcoxon signed-

rank tests, as reported above. A nonparametric analysis was used

because the asynchronous data were not normally distributed

(Shapiro–Wilk statistic = 0.92, P = 0.017). An overall illusion score

was calculated by subtracting the asynchronous responses from

the synchronous responses, which was used in the regression

analysis with brain images (see above and below for details).

Comparing ownership of the synchronous versus asyn-

chronous trials for each body size condition revealed that syn-

chronous touch resulted in higher levels of ownership

compared with asynchronous touch for both obese (z = −4.73,

P < 0.001) and slim (z = −4.68, P < 0.001) bodies. Further analysis

revealed that the illusion score we used in the neuroimaging

analysis (synchronous – asynchronous) was not significantly

different between the 2 body types (z = −1.76, P = 0.079). This

illusion score was also found to be statistically equivalent for

males and females in both slim (z = −0.188, P = 0.867) and obese

(z = −0.452, P = 0.669) body sizes. Nonparametric tests

(Wilcoxon signed-rank and Mann–Whitney U for within and

between analyzes, respectively) were used because the illusion

scores and the responses in the asynchronous trials were non-

normally distributed (maximum Shapiro–Wilk statistic = 0.93,

P = 0.036). See Table 2 for descriptive statistics corresponding to

each condition.

Body Satisfaction

To directly test our hypotheses that ownership of an obese body

would decrease body satisfaction, the mean baseline rating scores

were obtained by collating the responses given at the beginning of

each experimental run and comparing this to the mean scores for

each condition (collated across trials). One participant had to be

omitted from this analysis because of failure to respond to any of

the baseline body satisfaction questions. Only the baseline

responses (Shapiro–Wilk statistic = 0.95, P = 0.155) and those

following the obese asynchronous condition (Shapiro–Wilk

statistic = 0.935, P = 0.061) were found to be normally distribu-

ted; therefore, this comparison was conducted using a paired

sample t-test, which revealed no significant difference (t(30) = −0.85,

P = 0.074). All other comparisons were completed using Wilcoxon

signed-rank tests. Only the body satisfaction ratings in the obese-

body synchronous conditions revealed a significant difference from

baseline, as reported above (obese synchronous z = −22.49,

P = 0.013; slim synchronous z = −0.803, P = 0.422; slim asynchronous

z = −0.666, P = 0.505). All of the male responses were non-normally

distributed (maximum Shapiro–Wilk statistic = 0.871, P = 0.029),

whereas all female responses were normally distributed (minimum

Shapiro–Wilk statistic = 0.935, P = 0.325). Therefore, nonparametric

Mann–Whitney U-tests were used to test the hypothesized differ-

ences in body satisfaction between males and females at baseline

and each separate condition (see Table 2). All the data were checked

for statistical outliers (Iglewicz and Hoaglin 1993), and none were

found.

Discussion

From a cognitive neuroscience perspective, this study yielded

two important novel findings. First, affective feelings of body

dissatisfaction are related to neural processing in the right

anterior insular cortex and the anterior cingulate cortex, albeit

the level of cingulate activity is modulated by sex differences

and individual differences in eating-disorder vulnerability.

Second, these affective body representation regions are func-

tionally connected to the perceptual body representation in the

posterior parietal cortex. Although PPI analysis does not dem-

onstrate directionality, these results may imply that perceived

Figure 5. Neural correlates of eating-disorder vulnerability: Eating disorder psy-

chopathology predicted neural responses related to owning an obese body at 2

foci in the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (a and b): higher eating disorder psy-

chopathology was associated with lower activation (interaction timing × body

type in the factorial design). The highlighted regions correspond to P < 0.05 cor-

rected for multiple comparisons in search spaces defined a priori (red circles

and scatterplots). For display purposes, the activation maps were thresholded

at P < 0.001 uncorrected and were overlaid onto the average structural MR-scan

of this group of participants. Scatterplots show regression slope (green solid

line) and Robustfit slope (red dashed lines). Regressions remain significant with

Robustfit, which is less susceptible to possible outliers (see results). P and A

denote posterior and anterior, respectively.
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body size can directly influence feelings of body satisfaction

through these interacting brain regions. This is important

because it shows that the affective systems related to interocep-

tive awareness and monitoring our body’s physiological well-

being—the insular and anterior cingulate cortices—are function-

ally linked to the perceptual representation of one’s own body in

the posterior parietal cortex. The results are also clinically rele-

vant because they implicate changes in the activity of the dorsal

anterior cingulate cortex—a region previously associated with

anorexia (Naruo et al. 2001; Friederich et al. 2010; Joos et al. 2011)

—to eating-disorder psychopathology in healthy nonemaciated

participants and to eating-disorder vulnerability in women (see

further discussion below).

The observed activity in the premotor cortex and the right

intraparietal cortex is consistent with earlier studies suggesting

that full-body illusions occur through the integration of spatially

and temporally congruent visual, tactile, and proprioceptive

information, creating a coherent multisensory representation of

a single owned body (Petkova et al. 2011; Gentile et al. 2015;

Guterstam, Abdulkarim, et al. 2015). In nonhuman primates,

these regions contain neurons that can integrate visual, tactile,

and proprioceptive signals from space near the body at the

single neuron-level (Rizzolatti et al. 1981; Andersen et al. 1997;

Graziano et al. 1997, 2000), and neuroimaging studies have con-

firmed the existence of neuronal populations with similar

response properties in the human premotor and intraparietal

cortices (Ehrsson et al. 2004; Petkova et al. 2011; Brozzoli et al.

2012; Limanowski and Blankenburg 2015). Moreover, the cortex

that lines the more anterior part of the intraparietal cortex is

sensitive to changes in perceived waist size, as demonstrated in

a previous fMRI body illusion experiment (Ehrsson, Kito, et al.

2005). Although earlier studies have shown how applying

physical threat toward a body that feels like one’s own triggers

anxiety and neural responses in the anterior insula and anterior

cingulate cortices (Ehrsson et al. 2007; Gentile et al. 2013), these

studies did not investigate body dissatisfaction or changes in

functional connectivity between these regions and the posterior

parietal cortex. This study, therefore, expands on this and on

previous affective neuroscience imaging studies (Friederich et al.

2007; Mohr et al. 2011; Castellini et al. 2013) by offering an

explanation of how perceptual body representations in the pos-

terior parietal cortex can directly influence body satisfaction in

healthy individuals.

To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to dir-

ectly investigate the neural correlates of feelings of body dissat-

isfaction in healthy controls in relation to body perception. The

results, implicating the right anterior insular cortex in both

sexes and the anterior cingulate cortex in men (see further

below), are consistent with the notion that these 2 structures

are related to emotional processing (Damasio et al. 2000; Craig

2009; Etkin et al. 2011), and in particular, to negative emotions

associated with various bodily reactions, such as pain, itch,

cooling, anger, sadness, fear, disgust (Phillips et al. 1997;

Damasio et al. 2000; Wicker et al. 2003; Mobbs et al. 2010), and

interoceptive awareness (Craig 2002; Olausson et al. 2002;

Critchley et al. 2004). Our results thus speculatively suggest

that body dissatisfaction, as reported by participants, may con-

stitute a homeostatic negative bodily emotion similar to pain,

muscular fatigue, or disgust at the level of central neural repre-

sentations. Finally, our results from the functional connectivity

analysis revealed how the right anterior insular cortex and the

anterior cingulate cortex might work in concert with the pos-

terior parietal cortex to link the affective-emotional representa-

tions and spatial-perceptual representations of the body. This

new observation may underscore the dynamic and inter-

connected nature of central body representations and could

suggest that negative bodily emotions can be triggered from

the posterior parietal cortex simply as a result of a perceptual

body illusion without changes in afferent interoceptive signals

from the body. Future studies should examine the possible

bidirectionality of this interplay; in other words, they should

investigate if changes in body satisfaction caused by cultural,

social, or other environmental factors lead to changes in par-

ietal activation and perceived body size.

A previous positron emission tomography study reported a

correlation between a behavioral index of a limb ownership

illusion—the so called “proprioceptive drift” [which measures

the degree to which position sense of a limb is shifted toward

the artificial hand during the rubber hand illusion (Botvinick

and Cohen 1998)]—and regional cerebral blood flow in the left

mid-posterior insular cortex (Tsakiris et al. 2007). In this study,

we observed a cluster of active voxels in the frontal operculum

close to the right anterior insula (see Supplementary Table S2)

when inspecting the contrast for neural correlates of the basic

body ownership illusion, but this was at a different location to

the activation we observed associated with body dissatisfaction.

Although there was no significant difference in the illusion scores

between the different body sizes in this study, the difference did

approach significance with a trend toward a stronger illusion for

the slim body (P = 0.07). Thus, a critical reader could raise the con-

cern that the activation of the right anterior insular cortex

observed here, which we attributed to body dissatisfaction, could

in fact reflect differences in the basic multisensory illusion of

owning the stranger’s body rather than emotional responses.

However, we believe this notion is unlikely because such an

ownership-related effect should be greater for the slim body com-

pared with the obese body, and this is exactly the opposite from

the pattern of responses we observed in the active section of the

anterior insula that was associated with illusory obesity (Fig. 2b).

However, future studies should investigate the underlying neural

mechanisms associated with illusion nonresponders to identify

possible networks associated with reduced rather than increased

illusion scores. Examining the possibility of a negative relation-

ship between BOLD responses and illusion scores in our results,

we found no significant clusters in our search regions, including

in the anterior insular.

A related concern is that the actual body size of the partici-

pant may have influenced illusion strength, which in turn may

affect our imaging findings. This concern stems from the fact

that most of our current sample were closer in actual body size

BMI to the slim rather than the obese body, which conceivably

could account for the trend of lower illusion scores for the

obese body. However, we feel that it is very unlikely that this

accounts for the main results given that we found no signifi-

cant relationship between the illusion scores and BMI in this

study (see Supplementary Table S1), nor did we find a signifi-

cant relationship between the difference in BMI between the

actual body and the model (which differs from BMI alone due

to the differences in BMI between the male and female obese

models) and the strength of the body ownership illusions (max

r = −0.177, P = 0.331); neither BMI nor this difference in BMI

changed the significant clusters in any of our results when

used as a covariate of no interest, and no significant clusters

were found in any of our a priori search spaces when searching

for a linear relation between the difference in BMI and the

activity related to illusory obesity (the interaction term) or a

main effect of the illusion (synchronous – asynchronous across

body types). Moreover, from previous studies, we know that
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full-body illusions are robust to differences in the size and

shape of bodies (Normand et al. 2011; van der Hoort et al. 2011;

Preston and Newport 2012; Banakou et al. 2013; Preston and

Ehrsson 2014). Thus, in our opinion, we can refute the concern

that differences in BMI between the participants’ actual bodies

and the model bodies influenced the illusions and our imaging

results (for similar arguments regarding eating-disorder psy-

chopathology and cingulate activation, see below).

From a clinical perspective, the cingulate activity triggered by

perceived obesity was related to eating-disorder psychopathology

and was reduced in females compared with males. The anterior

cingulate and anterior insula have previously been linked to anor-

exia nervosa, but physical effects of starvation complicate the

interpretation of abnormal brain structure/activity in such samples,

as it is not clear whether the observed abnormalities are related to

pathology or the physical effects of starvation (Frank 2013).

Therefore, our results may have important clinical relevance

because they implicate anterior cingulate activity in eating-

disorder psychopathology in healthy, nonemaciated participants.

Our findings also suggest that the reason women are more vulner-

able to developing eating disorders compared with men is due to a

lower dorsal anterior cingulate response to perceived obesity. It is

possible that the reduced anterior cingulate activity observed in

females is purely a consequence of females having higher eating-

disorder psychopathology, as, although there was no significant

difference in EDE-Q scores between our male and female partici-

pants, this did approach significance (see Table 1) and, reduced

activity was found in 2 activation peaks in the anterior cingulate

cortex for high eating-disorder psychopathology close to the single

peak observed when comparing females versus males. Reanalysing

the male versus female contrast while controlling for the level of

eating-disorder psychopathology resulted in the relative deactiva-

tion within the anterior cingulate cluster to no longer reach signifi-

cance. However, it is impossible to determine whether women

may have lower activity in the anterior cingulate because they

have higher eating-disorder psychopathology or whether they

have higher eating-disorder psychopathology because they have

lower activity in the anterior cingulate. Future research should

expand from these results to try to understand more about eating-

disorder vulnerability and the role of the anterior cingulate.

One possible explanation for the observed anterior cingulate

activity in this experiment is via emotion regulation mechanisms. It

has been suggested that the dorsal part of the anterior cingulate

cortex, the region identified in this study, is important for

mechanisms associated with cognitive regulation of emotion (an

ability that is impaired in anorexia; Oldershaw et al., 2015) rather

than emotional expression per se (Bush et al. 2000). Thus, the

reduced dorsal cingulate activity observed here in women and in

those with higher eating-disorder psychopathology (regression

analysis) may therefore reflect a vulnerability to eating disorders

due to a reduced ability of the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex to

regulate emotions directed toward the body.

However, the anterior cingulate cortex has also been impli-

cated in other mechanisms, including conflict monitoring.

Therefore, an alternate explanation for the pattern of activity

we observed in the anterior cingulate is that it reflects detec-

tion of a conflict between the participant’s own body and that

of the owned obese body. However, it is unlikely that such

activity reflects a crude conflict in body size. We did not

observe activation in the anterior cingulate when analyzing the

basic effect of owning the obese and slim bodies, which is in

line with previous full-body illusion studies that also involve

conflict between an owned stranger’s body and one’s actual

body, and do not report activity within the anterior cingulate

(e.g., Guterstam, Björnsdotter, et al. 2015). Furthermore, an add-

itional analysis using a measure of the difference in BMI between

the participants’ actual bodies and the model as a covariate of no

interest revealed the same significant clusters in the anterior cin-

gulate cortex as the original analysis of nonclinical eating-disorder

psychopathology. Finally, regressing this difference in BMI meas-

ure against the brain activity related to illusory obesity (the inter-

action term) revealed no significant clusters in any of the a priori

search spaces, which means that none of these areas seem to

signal “conflict error” between illusory and actual body sizes.

It may be conceivable that conflicts are detected that are not

captured by actual differences in body size. As stated above,

patients with eating disorders, particularly anorexia nervosa, are

thought to have deficits in the way they experience their own body,

specifically by overestimating their actual body size (Slade and

Russell 1973; Keizer et al. 2013). This body size overestimation may

therefore also be apparent, albeit to a lesser extent, for those with

higher eating-disorder psychopathology in the healthy population.

Thus, these individuals may experience less of a conflict with the

obese body (and therefore exhibit reduced activity in the anterior

cingulate) irrespective of actual differences in body size because

they do not have a true veridical experience of their own body.

Such an explanation of conflict monitoring is not necessarily incom-

patible with explanations of emotion regulation. It has been sug-

gested that the detection of conflicts in the anterior cingulate is

essential for cognitive control processing (Carter and Veen 2007).

Thus, detecting a discrepancy between one’s actual body and what

one knows/thinks about his/her actual body size may be an integral

part of the mechanisms involved in regulating resultant emotional

responses. However, body size distortions in anorexia are still

debated (Cornelissen et al. 2013), and overestimations of body size

among healthy participants are even less studied, so this explan-

ation remains speculative. Despite this uncertainty regarding the

mechanisms underlying the link between cingulate activity and

eating-disorder psychopathology, demonstrating this link in indivi-

duals with healthy brains adds further clinical relevance to future

studies that aim to shed light on these important questions.

In sum, illusory feelings of obesity resulted in lower levels of

reported body satisfaction, particularly in females, and were

linked to activity in the anterior insula and the anterior cingu-

late cortex. Effective neural connectivity was found between

these affective body representation regions and the neural

representations of perceived body size in the posterior parietal

cortex. Thus, the results of this study support a direct neural

link between perceptual and affective body representations in

the brain. Moreover, cingulate neural responses during illusory

obesity were reduced in females and in those with high levels of

nonclinical eating-disorder psychopathology, which may relate

this region to eating-disorder vulnerability. Importantly, because

these current data connect activity in the anterior cingulate to

eating-disorder psychopathology in healthy samples, this may

suggest that abnormalities in structure or function observed pre-

viously in this region in anorexia patients may be linked to the

pathology of the disease rather than being a consequence of

starvation. Therefore, in addition to these results revealing how

perceptual and affective body representations interact in the

human brain, they may also help to explain the neurobiological

underpinnings of eating-disorder vulnerability in women.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary material can be found at: http://www.cercor.

oxfordjournals.org/
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